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A&T'S WORKOUT
PLAN FOR 2008
Whether it's to tone up for Spring
Break or to follow through on a
resolution Aggies are hitting the
gym in the new year. PAGE 2

ASIAN MARKETS
REBOUND EARLY
The fear of recession sent waves
throughout the global financial
community but a unexpected
interest rate cut helped markets
bounce back. PAGE 3

PAKISTAN NOT
AFTER BIN LADEN
The Pakistani army says it's focus is
not on chasing Osama Bin Laden
but on rooting out Taliban. PAGE 3

LOCAL BUSINESS
CARVES NICHE
Terra Blue gives customers a
caffiene fix along with offering an
eclectic variety of items. PAGE 4

FEDS CUTS RATES
UNEXPECTEDLY
Ben Bernake and the Federal
Reserve slashed interest rates by
surprise Tuesday to try and battle
talks of recession that were could
hurt the market. PAGE 4

Refund checks come faster than expected

MAYBE IT S JUST
CHARLOTTE?
One student wonders why only
her hometown views A&T in a
negative light. PAGE 5

BY KESHIA THOMAS
THE A&T REGISTER

Both basketball teams traveled
over the weekend and got big
confernece wins. PAGE 8

An image ofthe Aggie Bulldog, a stack of money and the
date "1-18-08" with a diagonal
line through it stands out in
many A&T students' minds.
Aggravated and concerned
students blatantly shared stories
of financial despair on the wall
of the group "The N.C. A&T
Refund Check Uprising" on
the popular online community,
the Facebook. Less than a week
later, it was confirmed that their

DO YOU KNOW
KOLLEYHIGH?

Within the online community, described as a "peaceful, organized group that is looking to
make a change," some students
vented about having to come
out-of-pocket or getting a book

AGGIE HOOPS WIN
BIG ROAD GAMES

Raleigh based rap group Kolley
High is making it's mark with a
unique brand of music. PAGE 8

CLOVERFIELD ISA
ABOVE AVERAGE
New movie comes across bland
as it doesn't wow audiences but
doesn't disappoint either. PAGE 8
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outcries were not in vain.

voucher to purchase books for
classes that had already begun.
Others were concerned that
students in the UNC system had
received their refund checks
already, although their schools
had not opened as yet.
"As a graduate student, I am
highly upset that my basic needs
of education are not met," said
Antoine Lilly, a graduate student from Durham, N.C, and
creator ofthe group.
"Students have needs, and
for some ofus the refund checks
that we receive are our basic
means ofliving."
Lilly developed the idea to
start a movement after conversing with other students and
becoming aware that, without
refund checks, many students
were unable to function finan-

ofestablishment.
cially upon the first week ofthe information has been dissemiSpring 2008 semester.
nated via the student listserv,
Termed the "Aggie Tenth"
He, along with a few students according to Mable Scott, assowith over 1,000 members repincluding Marcus Bass, Student ciate vice chancellor for public resenting over 10 percent of
Government Association vice relations.
the A&T student population,
it served as a central location
president of external affairs, beAttempts to reach Univergan the movement, which has sity officials were unsuccessful. through which breaking news
become the voice of the memEfforts were made to contact and information on the disbers ofthe group. They also met Battle, Robert Pompey Jr., vice bursement of refund checks
with Chancellor Battle early last chancellor for business and fi- from the Dowdy Administration
week, where they discussed the nance, Dr. Sullivan Welborne, Building was shared, including
issue and voiced their concerns. interim vice chancellor for a letter of concern which was
Along with other students, student affairs, and Kimberly sent on behalf of the members
Sowell, university treasurer, but ofthe group.
for Lilly, who finished his unnone were successful.
dergraduate work at AppalaLilly says that his focus is
chian State University and left
Continuing full-time stu- being a positive voice and being
a full-time job to attend A&T dents will have access to their heard, and that students have
to pursue his Master's in Manrefund checks on Jan. 23; new, to learn how to get their point
agement Information Systems, transfer, and part-time students across without negativirv
his refund check would be his on Jan. 31; and first-time direct
"We've made a difference,
basic source of revenue while at loan borrowers on Feb. 15. Over but money doesn't quiet the
school.
the weekend, several students movement," Lilly said.
The Spring 2008 refund in- received their refunds by way of
"We are agents of change,
formation has been revised and direct deposit.
and we will continue to voice
The group's numbers in- our concerns to help our univerupdated. It is now on the Web
site for all students to find all creased rapidly, attracting over sity become what we need it to
the details that they need. The 600 students in itsfirst two days be. We are the 'Aggie Tenth."

Fraternity flies under the radar
BY STACIE BAILEY
THE A&T REGISTER

Gold boots, blue and white
jackets and black suits give off
hints of the fraternity life-style
around A&T's campus. One
fraternity, that may not be as
pronounced as the others, is still
doing their part to better their
community.

Brothers Mark McKinley,
Leo Breckenridge and Michael
Green, Jr. make up the Zeta
chapter of Iota Phi Theta here
at A&T.

Founded in 1969, the Zeta
chapter of Iota Phi Theta is the
oldest chapter in the state. Mark
McKinley, a senior mechanical engineering major from St.
Louis, serves as chapter president, and is a firm believer in
social change as he is a big part
of the fraternity's involvement
in coaching a youth basketball
team at the Hayes-Taylor Me-

morial YMCA
He has a background in

already has for community service, I just further enhance it,"
coaching and was a part of said Green. He makes it a point
several little league teams as a to be involved in his class' succhild. The Iotas have contribut- cess as well as in the achieveed to such services as The Daryl ments ofthe fraternity.
Although it's membership as
Hunt program that occurred last
semester, the Hip Hop vs. A&T ofnow stands only three strong,
together they are just that—
event and their own commitment to the Middle College on strong. Leo Breckenridge, a
A&T's campus.
senior computer science major
"We try to pay attention to from Virginia, is the businesswhat's going on in America and man ofthe organization.
Since coming to A&T, he's
try to apply that to what's going
been freshman and sophoon campus," said McKinley.
more class president and the
Michael Green, Jr., a sophomore accounting major from 2006-2007 attorney general, he
Dallas, TX, is the vice-polaris plays an important role in his
for the fraternity and introduces organization.
"The fraternity, for real, is
the group to many oftheir community service endeavors. As like a backbone for me," he
the youngest member ofthe orsays. "It's like, as a brotherhood,
ganization, he is well aware of they're always there whenever
his worth and ready to take on we need each other."
All three ofthe members emwhatever comes his way after
the seniors graduate.
SEE IOTA ON PAGE 2
"The thirst that the fraternity
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LIVING THE DREAM Membersof the community march in theannual MLK Day parade in
Greensboro on Monday.

Check out exclusive online
content only available @

www.ncatregister.com
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the
Arrest
1/15/2008,11:21 p.m.
Boyd Street

A non-university related female was arrested on a warrant for
possession of a stolen vehicle registration. The suspect was arrested
without incident.

Disturbance
1/15/2008,11:25 a.m
Dowby Building
A female staff member reported that she and her ex- boyfriend (nonuniversity related) had a verbal altercation at her cubicle. There were
no injuries or damages as a result of this incident. The suspect left the
area prior to the officers'arrival.

I

Personal Injury
1/15/2008,17:45 p.m

$

0

Moore Gym
EMS responded to Moore Gym in reference to a male student who was
injured while playing basketball. The male was transported to the

hospital for further treatment.

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • REGISTER
a
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at
DEFENSE! Mark McKinley, memberof lota Phi Theta, coaches
ofkids Harris-Taylor YMCA during a game lastSaturday. McKinley and
hisfraternity brothers are small in numbers but are looking to leave theirmark onthe Greensboro community.

IN FOCUS |

Freedom Scribes
Creative Writing Club
Interest Meeting
NCB427
5 p.m.

Young, Gifted & Black
Presents: Our Beautiful
Struggle Auditions
Memorial Student Union
Commuter Lounge
8 p.m. 10 p.m.

—

Small frat looks to make big impact
ed they were to the children
ing things that they're passionate about."
"It teaches me that sometimes you don't know what you
McKinley stands on the
sideline, Breckenridge mans
phasize that they came into the know until you teach somefraternity as men and will conbody else," said Breckenridge the bench, while Green takes
tinue to strive as a brotherhood who also participated in little record.
of men helping each other and league basketball.
This was the set up for a
"A lot of the community majority ofthe team's game on
those around them.
Both Breckenridge and service is focusing on youth Saturday. Even through their
McKinley, who came into the and changing the way society actions, they convey of a sense
fraternity at the same time, looks and views them," said of commitment to the children
Green.
have been a part of the chapand make sure that each one
ter for two years and believe in
Through coaching, they've knows he or she is appreciMike's abilities as the younggained a greater appreciation ated.
est member.
for patience as well as persis"Good defense!" BreckMcKinley, who will gradu- tence. They are aware of what enridge calls from the bench
ate in December, led the group it takes to be leaders and they where he sits watching the
into their latest community work to instill it in the minds game, while making sure the
service project of coaching a of others. Having such a small other players are paying attenyouth basketball team.
organization makes a reality of tion as well.
The team of nine and ten the belief that no matter how
Although the team lost, time
year olds called, the Spurs, small, big things can come is taken to express what needs
to be worked on and what was
practice every Friday at- 7 p.m. about with hard work and passion.
accomplished successfully.
and play the following SaturAs far as upcoming inducday.
Breckenridge ended the
They have been coaching tions, McKinley says, "I'd huddle with, "We win as a
this team since December of like to see a different range of team and we lose as a team."A
last year and currently have a different things that the new statement that stands true in the
1-2 record. As I sat in on their members are bringing to the tradition of the Zeta chapter of
practice, I noticed how dedicat- chapter. I want to see them do- Iota Phi Theta.

IOTA From page 1

Get it right, get it tight
BY ASHLEY REID
THE A&T REGISTER

Starting a fitness regimen
requires a lot of work in order
to get that body makes you
happy and healthy.
Diets, energy drinks, running, exercise; they all fit into
one goal that people strive for
in the new year, getting fit! Although all ofthese components
are important in the process, a
fitness regimen requires medical evaluations, healthy eating,
and then proper exercising.
When everyone thinks about
getting in shape, the physical
aspect is always the first thing
to come to mind.

Sophomore Charles Dales
III wants to be in shape for
Spring Break 2008.
"I do want to look good
while I'm down there in Miami", said Dales.
While the physical aspect is
important to the overall look,
being healthier all around what
counts the most in a fitness

regimen

Computer engineering major Vincent Davis, not only
wants to better his physical appearance, but he also wants to
live a healthier lifestyle.
'My ultimate goal is to have
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Martin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative Program
Harrison Auditorium

7 p.m.

Campus Memorial Service
Merrick Hall Auditorium
3 p.m.
Considering the state of most streets named after Martin Luther King, ours is pretty
outstanding. Everyone thatfound a way to get out ofbed early enough to celebrate this
important holiday are IN FOCUS.

Police: Missing student
in Nev. was abducted
BY SANDRA CHEREB
ASSOCIATED PRESSWRITER

Hayes-Taylor YMCA, gave a
list of different programs available to help people get fit.
"Wehave step aerobics, waa healthier and more toned ter walking class, and a kickbody," said Davis.
boxing class. They also have
Anyone trying to begin a different levels to suit people
fitness regimen should have a ofall ages," said Stokes.
The YMCA also offers
body evaluation done to measure the body fat percentage, classes like ab-attack, cardio,
the areas in which the fat is gospel aerobics, and karate.
For students like freshman
located, and the current health
status of the body, so proper LaShonda Jones, a variety of
exercise can be recommended. classes to choose from makes
Dieting can be the most exercise more fun and interaccomplicated part of any fit- tive.
ness regimen. There are some
"My fitness program would
include something that incoruniversal ideas that suit everyone such as drinking plenty of porated dancing with exerwater and eating three meals a cise," said Jones.
"That way it wouldn't feel
day. On the other hand, different foods have differenteffects like a 'work out', but more like
on that vary from person to fun entertainment."
person and play a huge role in
If you are not sure about
what type of exercise would fit
how weight is lost or gained.
A doctor can help you you best, the YMCA is hosting
choose an appropriate diet to an Aerobicthon Tuesday, Jan.
become healthier and physi29th from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
It is a free event and the incally fit.
Exercise does not have to structors will demonstrate how
be the basic running, jumping many of the different classes
jacks, and sit-ups. Yes,they are run
good for the body, but certain
Starting a fitness regimen
exercises may put too much of takes time and patience, but it
a strain on your body. A doctor takes even more drive to stick
what kind of exercising may with it. Learn to understand
best suit you.
your body, its weaknesses and
The Hayes-Taylor Memoits strengths. It will become
rial YMCA offers a variety of very helpful when putting toclasses to fit your preference.
gether the perfect program to
Abbria Stokes, intern at the get your body right in 2008!

Send us your events!

Groove Phi Groove
Interest Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Commuter Lounge
5 p.m.

RENO, Nev. (AP) — Investigators went door to door Tuesday searching for a 19-yearold college student who they
believe was kidnapped from a
friend's home over the weekend.
Brianna Denison was last
seen around 4 a.m. Sunday
when she went to sleep on her
friend's couch after a night of
partying.
She slept near an unlocked
glass door and used a 2-foottall teddy bear as an extra pillow, police said.
When the friend awoke,
Denison and the teddy bear
were gone. Her purse, cell
phone and clothes, including
two pairs of shoes, were undisturbed, police said.
"We have not come up with
any other clues, any of the
items or anything that would
lead us to Brianna at this time,"
police Lt. Ron Holladay.
Detectives were awaiting
test results on whether a stain
on the pillow she was using
was blood.
The FBI and two investigators from the National Center
for Missing and Exploited
Children joined the search
Tuesday. Police aided by helicopters and dogs scoured the
neighborhoods near the home.
The search teams planned
to concentrate on a park near
the home before a snowstorm
later Tuesday, police spokesman Steve Frady said.
Family members Monday
night pleaded for help and her
safe return. They described
Denison as caring and responsible.

"It gives us a little bit of
fear because that is the type of
person Brianna is; she would
be contacting us if she could,"
her aunt, Lauren Denison, told
reporters Monday night.
Denison is a psychology
student at Santa Barbara City
College in Santa Barbara,
Calif., and was back in her

hometown of Reno for winter
break
In the hours before her disappearance, Denison had been

party-hopping at venues associated with a weekend snowboarding event, including attending a rap concert at the
Sands Hotel and Casino.
Investigators want to talk to
a man who dropped offafriend
of Denison's at the home that
night, police Lt. Robert Mc-

Donald said.
The friend had approached
the man at the casino for a ride
after the concert, but the man

did not go inside the home, he
said. The man is not a suspect
but is being sought for ques-

Marcus Thompson, Lawrence Wiggins
Emily Harris

RHAA Basketball
(Suites E vs. Village West)
Moore Gym
8 p.m.

Women's Basketball vs

Winston-Salem State
Corbett Sports Center

2 p.m.

Men's Basketball vs.

Winston-Salem State
Corbett Sports Center
4 p.m.

The Art of Samuel Lind
Opening and Reception
University Galleries
Dudley Building

6 p.m.

— 8 p.m.

RHAA Basketball
(Vanstory vs. Curtis)
Moore Gym
6 p.m.
RHAA Basketball
(Suites F vs. Cooper)
Moore Gym

8 p.m.

tioning

Denison's

friend,

K.T.

Hunter, told the Reno Ga-

zette-Journal that the couch
is against the wall of the bedroom where she was sleeping
with her dog. She said that she
never heard a noise and that
the dog never barked.
Hunter said Denison was
sober the night she vanished
and had planned to pack Monday to go back to Santa Barbara.
Reno police Tuesday also
said there doesn't appear to be
a connection between Denison's disappearance and separate attacks late last year on
two female students near the
University ofNevada, Reno.
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RHAA Basketball
(Pride vs. Village East)
Moore Gym
6 p.m.

Women's Basketball
vs. South Carolina State
Corbett Sports Center
6 p.m.
Men's Basketball

vs. South Carolina State

Corbett Sports Center
8 p.m.
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Asian markets rebound from early plunge
percent at the opening before
trimming gains to 22,945.13,
up 5.5 percent, in late morning trading.
Fears of a U.S. recession,
which would likely erode demand for Asian exports, have
battered the region's markets
since the start ofthe year.
The sell-offs accelerated
Monday and Tuesday amid
skepticism that a stimulus
package announced by U.S.
President George W. Bush on
Friday wouldn't do much to
support growth.
Jolted by worries of a
global recession, the Fed on
Tuesday slashed its federal
funds rate three-quarters of a
percentage point to 3.5 percent, the biggest reduction in
this target rate for overnight
loans on records going back

cheer surprise U.S. interest rate cut as
fear of recession smashed the American market
■ Investors

BY YURI KAGEYAMA
AP BUSINESSWRITER

TOKYO (AP) — Most Asian
markets rebounded strongly
Wednesday, reversing their
recent gut-wrenching plunge
as investors welcomed a hefty,
surprise interest rate cut by
the U.S. Federal Reserve to
shore up the sagging American economy.
But analysts said volatile
swings were expected to linger
in regional trading for some
time because the Fed's quick
action, at an emergency meeting, was seen by some traders
as a sign American authorities
view the U.S. credit crunch as
a very serious problem.

"The Fed's action provided

a very positive surprise," said

Tsuyoshi Segawa, strategist at
Shinko Securities Co. in Tokyo.
"But people are also starting to think that things may be
so bad they needed to act."
Japan's Nikkei 225 index
jumped 3.4 percent in the
morning session, recouping
some ofits 9.3 percent loss the
last two days.
Australia's benchmark index rebounded 5.1 percent,
snapping a 12-day losing
streak.
In Hong Kong, the Hang
Seng index — which had
plummeted 13.6 percent Monday and Tuesday — surged 7.5

Musharraf: Pakistani
troops focused on
rooting out Taliban

to 1990.

BYJAMEY KEATEN

PARIS (AP) — Pervez Musharraf says he still gets
the question a lot: When will Osama bin Laden
and his top deputy be caught?
The Pakistani president insists it's more important for his 100,000 troops onthe Afghan border to
root out the Taliban than search for al-Qaida leaders.That bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahri are still
at large "doesn't mean much," the former general
said Tuesday on the second day
ofa swing through Europe
He suggested they are far less
a threat to his regime than Taliban-linked militants entrenched
in Pakistan's west.
Bin Laden and al-Zawahri
are believed to be hiding somewhere in the lawless tribal areas
along Afghanistan's frontier Musharraf
with Pakistan.
"The 100,000 troops that we are using are
not going around trying to locate Osama bin Laden and Zawahri, frankly," Musharraf told a conference at the French Institute for International
Relations. "They are operating against terrorists,
and in the process, if we get them, we will deal
with them certainly."
A U.S. ally in its war on extremist groups,
Musharraf has come under increasing pressure
following the assassination of opposition leader
Benazir Bhutto last month and for his brief declaration of emergency rule in early November.
Musharraf, who as commander of Pakistan's
military seized power in a bloodless coup in 1999,
said the remnants of Afghanistan's former Taliban regime and its Pakistani sympathizers are the
"more serious issue" for both countries.
But he said there was "zero percent chance"
that al-Qaida, the Taliban and their Pakistani allies could defeat his 500,000-strong army or that
Islamic militants could win control ofthe government in Feb. 18 parliamentary elections.
As part ofthe "multi-pronged strategy" against
terrorists, Pakistan has erected fences "selectively" and set up 1,000 checkpoints along the Afghan
border in an effort to stop militants from using the
areas to launch attacks inside the neighboring nation, he said.
Musharraf credited cooperation between Pakistani intelligence services and the CIA, both of
whom believe that Pakistani militant leader
Baitullah Mehsud was the mastermind of the
Dec. 27 gun and suicide bomb attack that killed
Bhutto.
But in Washington, the State Department's
counterterrorism chief, Dell Dailey, said the Bush
administration was displeased with "gaps in intelligence" received from Pakistan about the activities of extremist groups in the tribal regions.
"We don't have enough information about
what's going on there. Not on al-Qaida. Not on
foreign fighters. Not on the Taliban," he said.
Musharraf played down the impact ofrecent
attacks by extremists in the border region of
South Waziristan, calling them "pinpricks" that
his government must manage — not a sign of a
resurgent Taliban.
Attacks on forts in that district over the last
month — including a battle Tuesday — have
fanned concerns that militants with links to alQaida and the Taliban may be gaining control in
the region.
Pakistan's army said fighting at the fort and
another clash killed at least seven paramilitary
border guards and 37 militants Tuesday.
The border region emerged as a front line in
the war on extremist groups after Musharraf allied Pakistan with the U.S. following the Sept. 11
terror attacks. Washington has givenPakistan billions of dollars in aid to help government forces
battle militants.
Rising violence in the border region and a series of suicide attacks across Pakistan that killed
hundreds in recent months have added to uncertainty before next month's elections, which many
people predict will further weaken Musharrafs
grip on power.

...

AssociatedPress writer Clarence Roy-Macaulay in
Freetown, Sierra Leone, contributed to this report.

in the U.S.
In Hong Kong, where the

benchmark index had plunged
22 percent since the start ofthe
year, investors took heartfrom
the U.S. rate cut and snapped
up stocks that had fallen to attractive levels.
Francis Lun, a general
manager at Fulbright Securities, estimated that the Hong
Kong market had been oversold by about 15 percent.

"It's time to recover, but
investors still need to be cautious because the fluctuation
now is too big," he said.
The Fed's move also helped
lift the dollar, which rose to
106.90 yen late morning in
Tokyo, up from 106.48 yen
late Tuesday in New York —
another bit of good news for
Japanese exporters.
Still, analysts warned that
lower interest rates won't fix
and
bad credit problems
usually take several months
to have an effect on an econ-

—

BY ELIANE ENGELER

GENEVA (AP) —A newborn in Sierra Leone has the lowest chance

in the world of surviving until age
5, and the prospects are almost as
bad for children in Angola and
Afghanistan, according to a U.N.
report released Tuesday.
In 2006, nearly 9.7 million
children died worldwide before
their fifth birthdays, mostly from
preventable causes such as diarrhea, malaria or malnutrition, the
U.N. Children's Fund said in its
annual report.
More than 26,000 children under 5 die each day on average.
But progress has been made in
a number ofregions and strengthening local health services holds
great promise for reducing the
child mortality rate, said the document, "The State ofthe World's
Children 2008."
In 2006, the latest year for
which statistics were available,
Sierra Leone had the highest child
mortality rate, with 270 deaths
per 1,000 births. Angola was second with 260 deaths, followed by
Afghanistan with 257.
The rate worldwide in 2006, in
contrast, was 72 deaths per 1,000
births. The average rate in industrialized countries was six deaths
per 1,000 births.
"The loss of 9.7 million young
lives each year is unacceptable,
especially when many of these
deaths are preventable," said
UNICEF Executive Director Ann
Veneman.

Sub-Saharan Africa, where the
rate has dropped only 14 percent
since 1990, is the region of great-

The A&T Register's guide
what your favorite major
Presidential hopefuls were
up to over the past week.

omy.

"We consider the Fed's
rate cut still insufficient for
the global financial markets to
completely recover and help
the Japanese stocks to fully
rebound," Credit Suisse chief
strategist Shinichi Ichikawa
said.

Sierra Leone, Angola and Afghanistan
lead world in child mortality rates
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

It also was the first timethe
Fed has changed rates between
meetings since 2001.
OnWall Street Tuesday, the
Dow Jones industrial average
plunged more than 450 points
initially but recouped most of
its losses as the day progressed
to close at 11,971.19, down
128.11 points, or 1.1 percent.
Markets were closed Monday
for MartinLuther King Jr. Day

Although the overall under-5
mortality rate has been reduced by
23 percent since 1990, progress
rates.
must be sped up to reach a U.N.
Simple health care measures, goal of decreasing the 1990 rate
by two-thirds before 2015. The
such as vaccinations, insecticideand
vitamin
currentrate must still be halved to
suptreated bed nets
plements, would prevent many of meet the target, the report said.
Considerable progress has been
the deaths, the report said.
made
in a number ofregions. In
know
what
exactly
"We
works," said Angela Hawke of East Asia and the Pacific, central
UNICEF, referring to strategies and eastern Europe, Latin Amerthe agency has been promoting ica and the Caribbean, child morfor some time.
tality has been cut roughly in half
"But we need to make sure that since 1990, to below 30 deaths per
1,000 births, the report said.
these kinds of services are inteNearly one-third ofthe 50 least
grated at the most local level, in
the villages where children live," developed countries, including
she said, adding that governments the Maldives, East Timor, Nepal
and health experts should design and Malawi, have reduced child
the best solutions for each commortality rates by at least 40 percent since 1990.
munity.
In Mexico, a program aimed at
"We want to make sure that
there are local health services that engaging the poorest families proreally work with properly staffed vides financial rewards to parents
health centers
and there's a who bring their children regularly
proper national health plan," to health clinics. The child mortalHawke told The Associated Press. ity rate there has been reduced by
Sierra Leone, where a civil 34 percent since 1990.
war raged from 1991 to 2002, is
Sub-Saharan Africa, too, has its
unable to offer sufficient health bright spots. Mozambique, for exservices to its citizens, like many ample, has seen a 41 percent drop
war-torn countries such as Angola in child mortality after the government and aid agencies trained
and Afghanistan, the report said.
Steven Ngaujah, a nurse at community educators to teach the
Brookfields Community Hospital country's rural population about
cheap health practices, such as
in Sierra Leone's capital, Freetown, said many parents in his breast-feeding, oral rehydration
community are too poor to bring therapy and mosquito nets.
The report mainly relied on
children in for checkups.
Annie Brima, also a nurse in data drawn from studies by the
the capital, said, "When these World Health Organization, the
children fall ill, instead of the World Bank and the U.N. Populamothers taking them to the nearest tion Division.
AP writer ClarenceRoy-Macaulay
hospital immediately, they prefer
to 'pepper doctor'" — treat them in Freetown, Sierra Leone, contributat home.
ed to this report.
est concern, the report said. It is
home to 28 of the 30 countries
with the highest child mortality

...

HILLARY CLINTON
was clearly on the
offensive in Monday's
Democratic debates
and squarely in her
crossahairs were
chief rival Barack
Obama. Clinton
blasted the Illinois
Senator on his affiliation with slum lords and his stance
on universal health care among other
things. She even jokingly suggested that
a dance off between Obama and her husband Bill could be arranged as she shied
away from scrutiny that she was using
her husband "too" much in her recent
stretch of campaigning.
BARACK OBAMA
finally got to address
attacks on his record
from the Clinton

campaign face-toface and harped on
the importance of not
voting for someone
just cause their black
or a woman but
because they are the best. While squabbling with Clinton, Obama managed to
get in his trademark charm when asked
whether or not he believed Bill Clinton
was the nation'sfirst black president.
After a long "Well..." Obama phrased
the former commander in chief for his
affinity with the black community and
joked that he'd have to see him dance to
determine whether or not he's really a

brother.

JOHN EDWARDS
used the Democratic
debate in Myrtle
Beach, S.C. to let
Barack Obama and
Hillary Clinton bicker
with each other and
hit on keys issues
trying to prove that
he's not the odd man
out in this race. Even with his strong
showing Edwards spent a large portion
of the debate as a third wheel serving as
tiebreaker as Obama and Clinton threw
out opposing views on major issues.

FRED THOMPSON
took his name out the
Republican presiden-

tal race on Tuesday.
In a statement on his
website, the former
Law & Order star
said he was "grateful
for the encouragement and friendship

of so many wonderful people."

Kenyan marathon runner killed by arrow
Ngetich's tribehad shota boy with
an arrow, and the other group was
ich's death but had no details on avenging the attack. Ngetich was
the circumstances. Police had no hit accidentally, Yiampoy said.
immediate comment.
"We're shocked because we
BY ELIZABETHA. KENNEDY
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
Another athlete, the former became very good friends with
Olympic runner Lucas Sang, was Wesly," said ScottKeenan, execuNAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — AKenyan hacked to death in western Kenya tive director of Grandma's Marathon. "The city ofDuluth kind of
marathon runner was fatally shot during the election violence.
A fellow athlete said Nget- adopted him, and he kind of adwith an arrow, the second international athlete to die as Kenya ich was caught in the crossfire opted the city of Duluth, and we
struggles with an explosion of of a dispute between two ethnic were expecting him to return and
postelection chaos, a sports offi- groups Monday in Trans Mara, on defend his title."
Hussein Makke, Ngetich's
the outskirts ofKenya's legendary
cial and fellow athlete said TuesMasai Mara game reserve. The agent, said the runner told him
day.
Wesly Ngetich, 34, won the death had nothing to do with the earlier this month that he has 150
Grandma's Marathon in Duluth, election violence, said William cows — but that it would take
Minn., in 2005 and 2007. He and Yiampoy, a neighbor and one of 1,000 cows to make him a big
man in his village.
at least a dozen other Kenyans Kenya's top 800-meter runners.
not
true
he
died
because
"This was really his main fofrom
the
Rock
Roll
"It's
'n'
withdrew
cus, to become a moneymaker
Arizona Marathon and HalfMaraof the election violence in Kefrom running," Makke said.
thon because ofthe political strife nya," Yiampoy told The Associeyewitnesses
in
AP Writer Joshua Freed in MinnePress,
ated
citing
in Kenya.
David Okeyo, head of Athlet- their village. He said a man from apolis contributed to this report.
■ 2nd

athlete death during
Kenya's post-election chaos

ics Kenya, the governing body for
Kenyan sports, confirmed Nget-
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JOHN McCAIN is
still in it to win it in
Iraq but this picked
up the support of
New York Senator Alfonse D'Amato, who
previously supported
Fred Thompson but
joined the Striaght
Talk Express team after he decided to bow out. D'Amato has
had a longtime "beef" with of former
NYC mayor and candidate Rudy Giuliani
MITT ROMNEY is
making waves this

weekfor all the
wrong reasons. After
a win in Michigan
last week and another
decisive win in the

Nevada, Romney hac
a "Howard Dean"
moment in Florida
saying "Who let the dogs out?" instead
of the usual "cheese" while posing witr
kids for a picture. Later in the video,
Romney compliments a baby on his
"bling bling." No lie. On MLK Day!

MIKE HUCKABEE

spent MLK Day paying his respects to the
late civil rights leader
at Ebenezer Baptist
Church, where King
used to preach, and
listened to former
President Bill Clinton
speak. Huckabee
pulled back ads and some campaigning
in Florida as his campaign acknowledged
a lack of funds. The state that was once
a major point of emphasis for Huckabee.
By Michael J. McCray

The A&T Register
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Local shoo offers caffeine, arts and crafts.
BY MIA HOWARD
THE A&T REGISTER

creating their own jewelry,
said Sarah McDavid, the coowner ofTerra Blue. 80 percent

Terra Blue, meaning "blue
earth", is a serene shop located

at 518 South Elm Street downtown Greensboro. This shop
offers a variety of eccentric
products and services that can
be found nowhere else in town.
Selected as one the 10 best
gift shops in Greensboro on
www.10best.com, they offer
beading classes where you can
make your ideal gift for under
$40.
"There is assistance available
for those who want help with

ofall jewelry, candles, soaps

and painted fixtures are handmade by Sarah. There are soap
bombs that have an assortment
of scents such as Black Cherry,
Coconut, French Vanilla and
Honey Dew. This earth-based

shop has Egyptian, Buddhist
and Chinese art and fixtures.
Among other things they also
carry unique greeting cards and

small fixtures with fairies on
them that represent intelligence,
creativity and communication.
The clothing sold is very dis-

tinctive, representing the mid-

evil times. At Terra Blue, they
take pride in their fair-trade organic coffee that is $1.49 for a
small cup. This counter-culture
coffee is Shea grown. While
sipping on your coffee you can
unwind in their comfortable
lounge to make jewelry, study,
converse or simply relax.

•

"I come here because it is
peaceful and friendly. I usually
sit on their comfortable chairs
and knit while I drink my
coffee," said Karen, a regular
customer at Terra Blue.
In addition to their calm ambiance are resident cats that can

be petted named Lily and Bob.
Another specialty at Terra Blue
are the metaphysical products.
These products range from
non-combustible incense to
healing herbs. These incenses
are unlike the incense sticks,
they are burned in a pot called
a cauldron. If you are looking
to clear the negative energy out
of your dorm room or apartment, House Blessings, a carpet
powder, is the product for you.

There is also protective and

healing jewelry called Chakra

Jewelry that is worn to improve
a plethora of disorders.
"I love to open myself up to

new things. I think I'm going
to start coming here for peace
when I need a place to study,"
says Brain a first time customer
from Greensboro College. This
specialty shop also has tarot
cards and psychic readings that

start at $15 for 15 minutes and
seminars that teach the basics
ofWicca and Magic. To see
the variety of works created by
Sarah, shopping online is available at terrablue.org.
Terra Blue, formally know as
South Elm Place has been established for 8 and a half years.
The owners of this shop, Sarah
and Allen McDavid are Celtic

based; catering to many Pagans

and Buddhist. They believe in
natural healing vs. the usual
medical healing. Terra Blue is
open 6 days a week, Monday
through Friday from 9am to
5:30pm, and on Saturday 10am
to 5:30pm. The busiest days
are Tuesday and Saturday if
you are looking to join a few

locals for good conversation.

For more information call Terra
Blue at 336. 275.0653

Feds cut rates to help prevent possible reccession
BY MARTIN CRUTSINGER

AP ECONOMICS WRITER
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largest economy was spreading
worldwide.

Despite the Fed's bold move,
(AP) — The
Federal Reserve unexpectedly Wall Street plunged at the openslashed a key interest rate by a ing with the Dow Jones industrial average down 465 points
bold three-fourths of a percentbefore stocks began to rebound.
age point on Tuesday, responding to a global plunge in stock The Dow was down 120 points
in afternoon trading, an'indicamarkets that heightened concerns about arecession. The Fed tion that the Fed's effort to calm
signaled that further rate cuts markets was having an impact.
In a brief statement explainwere likely.
The reduction in the federal ing its move, the Fed said that
funds rate from 4.25 percent "appreciable downside risks to
down to 3.5 percent marked growth remain" and officials
the biggest reduction in this pledged to "act in a timely mantarget rate for overnight loans ner" to dealwith the risks facing
on records going back to 1990. the economy. The action was
It marked the first time that the approved on an 8-1 vote.
Analysts said the fact that the
Fed has changed rates between
meetings since 2001, when the Fed did not wait until its meetcentral bank was battling the ing next week to cut rates underscored the seriousness ofthe
combined impacts of a recession and the terrorist attacks.

Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke and his colleagues approved the large rate
cut after an emergency video
conference on Monday night,
a day when global markets had
been pounded byrising concerns

situation.

"The world's stock markets
are in meltdown so the Fed

came in with an inter-meeting
move to try to stop the panic,"
Christopher Rupkey, senior
economist at Bank of TokyoMitsubishi.
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Let Winston-Salem State University prepare
you to meet the challenges of the GRE exam.
A comprehensive 20-hour review has been designed to help you
develop the skills needed to achieve successful test results.

Participants will review the following:

• VERBAL SKILLS — A thorough review of the reading comprehension section with ample
materials. Analogies, antonyms, and sentence completion are explained through
helpful exercise sets and instructor lecture. Coverage includes the newly required
analytical writing assessment with detailed lecture material and an opportunity in class

practice

draft a response.
• MATH PROBLEMS - An overview of Arithmetic, percents, ratios, algebra, plane
geometry and graphs with an effective combination of lecture, examples, exercises
to

and practice sets.

and QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON - A thorough
ofbasic approaches and common sense strategies for solving math problems

• PROBLEM-SOLVING

An in-depth analysis of the unique quantitative comparison section will be explored.

Dates: FEBRUARY 9, 16, 23 and MARCH I
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 pm
259 Anderson Center, Winston-Salem State University
General Fee: $300; Student Fee: $250 (Valid Student ID required)
Registration Deadline: FEBRUARY I, 2008

Call (336) 750-2921 for more information

had plunged Monday as investors grew more concerned about
the possibility that the United
States, the world's largest economy, could be headed into a recession. Many markets suffered
their biggest declines since the
September 2001 terrorist at-

crunch had roiled Wall Street

and global financial markets.
The Fed cut the funds rate by a
half-point in September and then
by smaller quarter-point moves
in October and December.
"The committee will continue to assess the effects offinancial and other developments on
tacks.
economic prospects and will act
In its statement, the Fed said in a timely manner as needed
it had decided to cut the federal to address those risk," the Fed
funds rate "in view of a weak- statement said.
March
The Fed's action was apening ofthe economic outlook
quickly.
The Fed was expected to cut
In addition to cutting the and increasing downside risks proved on an 8-1 vote with Wilrates further, possibly as soon as funds rate, the Fed said it was to growth."
liam Poole, president the Fed's
The central bank said that regional bank, dissenting. The
their next meeting on Jan. 29-30, reducing its discount rate, the
if there are continued signs that interest it charges to make di- the strains in short-term credit statement said that Poole obthe economy is weakening.
rect loans to banks, by a similar markets have eased a bit, but jected because he did not believe current conditions justi"This move by the Fed was three-quarters of a percentage "broader financial market conessential," said Lyle Gramley, a point, pushing this rate down to ditions have continued to dete- fied a rate move before the Fed's
former Fed governor who is now 4 percent.
riorate and credit has tightened meeting next week.
a senior analyst with the StanCommercial
banks refurther for some businesses
ford Financial Group in Washsponded to the Fed's action on and households. Moreover, inington. "Bernanke promised in a the funds rate by announcing coming information indicates a
speech earlierthis month to take similar cuts of three-quarter of deepening of the housing consubstantive action in a timely a percent on its prime lending traction as well as some softenrate, the benchmark for millions ing in labor markets."
and decisive manner."
Before Tuesday's move, the
Gramley said that Bernanke ofbusiness and consumer loans.
was now exercising the kind of The action will mean the prime Fed had cut interest rates three
forceful leadership the markets lending rate will drop from 7.25 times, beginning in September,
the month after a severe credit
•had been hoping to see since the percent down to 6.50 percent.

Contributors meeting
every Wednsday at 5
PM. See your ideas
print

presentation

crisis

which had announced on Friday
David Jones, chief econothat President Bush supported a mist at DMJ Advisors, said Fed
$150 billion economic stimulus officials have a range of options
package, said Tuesday that it available at next week's meeting
was not ruling out doing more from a quarter-point move to a
than the $150 billion proposal half-point move to holding rates
if necessary. Bush and Treasury steady but indicating the Fed is
Secretary Henry Paulson were prepared to move again between
conferring with congressional meetings should conditions deleaders at the White House on teriorate further. Jones predicted
Tuesday, with all sides saying the Fed would lower the funds
they want to reach agreement rate to 3 percent by the end of
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Hey Charlotte people! A&T
is actually a great school
Charlotte native, says that
some ofhis peers shared a similar opinion.
"My parents thought it was
a good idea because of the
ROTC program and plus it's
an HBCU so they were proud,
but my friends were like you're
going to a party school, you
aren't going to be up there do-

"This was my family's first
choice. My whole family went
here. It's tradition, so they were
College is considered to be
happy. They did tell me not to
the most precious time in a perget caught up in the partying
son's life.
because I had a cousin who
came here and dropped out so
You're leaving home, meettheir advice was to stick to the
ing new people and getting an
education beyond high school.
books."
Your family and friends will
I was starting to believe
that it was just the people from
surely miss you, however ing nothing!"
my hometown who saw A&T
This is pretty much the stigthey're happy to see you enma in Charlotte. People don't as this infamous party school.
deavor this milestone...generally. If you decide to further view A&T as a "real school." They don't know that the first
your education at A&T, their Is this an opinion shared by sit-ins ofthe civil rights moveopinion of you might be dif- people nationwide or just in ment was done right here by
our neck ofthe woods?
ferent.
four of A&T's own and they
Sharnette Evans, a native of seem to be oblivious to the fact
Being a Charlotte native, I
know that when I decided to Rocky Mount, N.C, shares a that college is what you make
attend A&T instead of going different story.
ofit, no matter where you go.
People back home are formto Georgia Tech or Winston"My mom didn't like it too
Salem State, like my older much because she's a Ram but ing opinions without knowing
cousins did, my family went since it's an HBCU she didn't the facts. Maybe they could
through hell and high water to really mind. I think they were learn something from the
persuade me in another direc- really just happy I was going to Washington natives.
tion.
college."
"Growing up in WashingThat's how it's supposed to ton you see 'Aggie Pride' evMy dad, who had already
promised me his Mercedes- be with everyone. Shouldn't erywhere. Growing up in the
Benz at graduation, told me the your family and friends just be city, we see A&T as a getaway
only way he would give it to happy to see you go to college? if you want to make better life
me is if I went to UNC CharNevermind the fact that A&T decisions. I think it's one ofthe
lotte.Needless to say, I didn't is a school rich in tradition and best historically black schools
in pride. We are attending one around and people from home
get the car.
I understood why. To them, ofthe most accredited schools really love A&T," said Ruben
A&T was a party school. The in the nation. Black Enterprise Jackson ofWashington, D.C.
As for my fellow Aggies, it
only reputation it had was has A&T listed as the number
homecoming. There was no three school in the nation for is up to us to continue to exway I was going to receive a black students, so why do our cel past the expectations ofour
valuable education here withfolks see it as taking a step peers and even ourselves so
out falling through the cracks back?
that we are not only known for
of partying Thursday through
CierraRobinson, a native of our incredible homecomings,
Sunday.
Raleigh said herfamily doesn't but our outstanding academics.
Kenny Conwell, another think so.
BY LATOYA HAGGINS
THEA&T REGISTER

Tuskegee student editor speaks out
BYJ.J. MCCORVEY
BLACK COLLEGE WIRE

A college newspaper should
convey the truth and should be
a catalyst for change.
Students should be able to
view the newspaper as their
collective voice issued regularly, without hindrance and free
from outside influence. Sadly,
at Tuskegee University, this is
not the case.

For nearly two years, I have
experienced unbelievable frustration as the managing editor
ofthe Campus Digest, and this
frustration is shared with the
editor-in-chief, the staff, and
those ofthe student body who
are disappointed each month
when their school newspaper
is absent from the stands.
The general reason for most

ofthe problems that plague the
Digest is that Tuskegee, one of
the most prestigious historically black institutions of higher
learning, does not have a communications orjournalism program. In fact, there is not even
one journalism course.
But this does not mean that
our school newspaper cannot
and should not be nurtured
into something great. There are
dedicated students on the staff
who firmly believe this; however, it seems as though the
Tuskegee University administration does not.
Two computers sit in our office ~ one that has basic word
processing and Internet available, and one that barely starts
up. Neither is capable of any
page design for our newspaper. Our four graphic designers
share one laptop from the administration's Office of Marketing and Communications.
This gets tedious, of course,
as I have, on many occasions,
driven on and off campus
transporting this one laptop to
different designers.
When the staff was notified that we would finally be
receiving a new computer, we
were all elated, and looked forward to a drastic improvement
in the design process. Imagine
my disappointment as I opened
the box to find only a CPU a
computer with no monitor. That
was in November. The CPU
still sits without a monitor to
this day. It doesn't work with
our old, outdated monitors.
Most of the time, however,
equipment dilemmas seem to
be the very least of our concerns. The absence of a communications or journalism

-

cite protest"; or the editors are
told which stories should be on
the front page ofthe newspaper, there is a problem.
Quite often we work under
the pervasive sense of always
wanting to "pretty things up"
for the public eye. This is not
truth. This is not journalism.
This is not the voice of a student newspaper.
This article is simply a discussion we had hoped to have
with our president. The editorin-chief and I want so badly
to voice these concerns and
improve the condition of our
paper, but our attempts to meet
with the president have proved
fruitless. We even had a meeting scheduled, for which we
carefully prepared, but it was
cancelled.
The editor-in-chiefhas been
to his office at least three times
since then to reschedule, but
his secretary has consistently
informed us that his schedule is
full. It is difficultfor two graduating editors, who are involved
in academic and extracurricular activities, to persist in the
face ofrepeated rejection.
Who knows what myriad
problems within the Campus
Digest could be solved through
one meeting, or, say, several
meetings, with our president?
The frequency of our newspaper, for example, could be
improved if we could publish
it online. The staffwas told we
would have to go through the
president to achieve this, and
he refuses to meet with us.
issue
The * intent of this exposiTo my dismay, I learned that tion is not at all to demean my
President Payton was somehow school or administration in
able edit my article, himself, any way, but rather to stir the
extracting not only quotes he powers-that-be to take action
had given me, but also quotes and discard the current apof other students and sections proach to our newspaper. I am
ofmy own writing. These edits proud to be a graduating senior
had already taken days away at Tuskegee University, but we
from the issue's publication must build the school's newsprocess, and I had no choice paper to be as prominent and
but to concede to the edits or prestigious as the university's
not have the article appear at name.
all. Even after the editing ocMaybe improvement of the
curred, the May 2007 issue of Campus Digest will increase
the Campus Digest includstudent involvement and interwas never est in it, and possibly ignite a
ing my article
published.
spark toward the formation ofa
The apparent injustice here journalism or communications
is that once a newspaper, es- program. But, in reality, that
pecially a college newspaper, will never happen with without
loses its truth
its duty it at least a meeting. I owe that
becomes no more than a marlegacy to the underclassmen
keting tool.
rising to leadership after me.
They deserve that much.
Whena photographer is reprimanded for an honest picture
J.J. McCorvey is a student at
of one of the school's dilapi- Tuskegee University and managdated buildings; or a reporter ing editor of the Campus Digest,
is told that an article might "in- Tuskegee's student newspaper.
program means the Campus
Digest is supervised and funded directly under the school's
administration. Even our adviser is an administrator within
the Office of Marketing and
Communications.
Though I consider our adviser a dear friend for whom I
have the utmost respect, I cannot deny the obvious conflict
ofinterest that occurs between
his duties as an administrator
ofTuskegee University and adviser to the Campus Digest.
Through this administrative
link, the university president,
Dr. Benjamin F. Payton, holds
a quiet power over our newspaper that has stifled its creativity
and content for far too long.
There are several incidents
that would demonstrate this,
but one in particular stands out.
On March 15, 2007, students
and faculty were notified that
the National Architectural Accrediting Board elected not to
extend the accreditation ofthe
Tuskegee University Architecture Program.
This was, of course, a very
controversial issue on campus.
I felt that students needed to
know the truth about what happened, so I decided to write an
article to present both sides
that ofthe president and that of
the architecture students. I interviewed the president as well
as the students affected by the
accreditation loss. After working on this article for several
days, I finally submitted it to
our adviser for our May 2007
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What's the next step in Dr. King s
dream and who will lead us there?
DREAM From page 1
seemingly blind, devotion to the
church
Back then a pastor was the
most powerful man in just about
any area. Their words were the
law. Our parents grew up in the
church and in that life and many
of them moved away from that
ideal in that they didn't want to
be "forced" to believe anything,
that they were supposed to
blindly follow the lead ofsome
guy-

They, in turn, raised their
children to be independent
minds, untrusting and cynical in
some ways. When we lost that
connection, not so much our
relationships with God, but to
the church as an entity and as
a center of our lives, we lost a
very strong vehicle for change.
So where is the social changing ofthe guard? At least inrap
music you had people within
that community step up and
carry the load of fallen legends;
no such person has risen to that
distinction in the American civil
rights movement, which is obviously not as easy as spitting
verses

Let's examine who we've
tried to put on the throne; Jesse
Jackson has done great work in
the international community,
blazed a trail for people like Barack Obama (you better believe
it), but will probably be remembered by non-blacks for his cliches and marital shortcomings.
The Rev. Al Sharpton has
alienated just as many blacks
as the blacks he's worked tirelessly to serve. Hopefully his
legacy, universally, won't be
overlooked but he's become a
sound bite from an opinionated
black guy for most media outlets
and not a leader ofmen and an
of agent ofchange that he may
be seen as by a lot ofBlacks.
Cornel West is an absolutely
amazing mind, who is able to
translate black issues to the
masses but many times jumps
over the heads of people who
aren't even ignorant with his
complex theories and strategies
for change most of which are
better suited for the classroom
and not the streets.

Louis Farrakhan has led the
Nation ofIslam for decades but
his chances for universal appeal
are clearly affected by being
a Muslim in overwhelmingly
Christian place and because
he's used his soapbox to spread
what many people would call
hate speech.
Tavis Smiley has terrific insight on issues ofrace and the
inner workings of the political
system but Tavis Smiley can
"Tavis" you to death.
Now, is it fair for someone
to be burdened with the weight
ofthe black community? Absolutely not. But these individuals are for better or worse the
"anointed" voices of the black
community and have been
scrutinzed and judged under unreal expectation
Blame it on Willie Lynch,
the establishment orthe man but
there is no doubt a huge divide
amongst blacks as those of us
who have had the opportunity
to go to college in essence move
closer towards the black elite
but it's one thing to be a part of
the 'Talented 10th' and another

thing to take that to the head
We can sit and talk about
change in a classroom or in
our intellectual circles but how
many of these "future Malcolm
and Martins" are making change
realistically?
I get tired ofthe neo-revolutionary types sitting in their ivory towers and bashing parts of
the black community like BET
or Soulja Boy when their message is just as irrelevant. Their
dream isn't in the best interest
ofthe whole; it's in the best interest ofthem and their facades
and frankly, no one cares.
You can cause a fuss and
talk about what we, as a people
should do, citing examples of
when you've been put in a place
to educate people on whatever
ills they partake but you aren't
going to recreate the Black Panthers. That was a perfect storm
of rage and unification that the
world may never see again.
When I look around at how
arrogant we are as college educated black men and women, I
completely understand where
Samuel L. Jackson's character
in "School Daze" is coming
from. Attention Black college
students! College don't mean
"squat," you're "black" and
you're going to be "black" just
like those black people you look
down on for watching "106 &
Park."
Have they taken the fruits of
labor of past leaders for granted? Sure, but we have also lost
in translation the ways to relate
to all our people. But when we
refuse to "dumb down" or cut
up our message so that everyone
can digest it we are no better
than the politician making tax
cuts for the rich and screwing
the poor and middle class.
By being where we are, right
here, right now, we are the rich!
We have already beat the odds
but we still come to Greensboro
by the thousands year after year
and look down on these people,
many of whom beara strongresemblance to the people we left
behind at home.
The black college experience
has put us on our educated high
horse and further increased the
disconnect between the common man and us. I know I've
grown distant from the people
I grew up with, the people who
aren't here or didn't last here.
I'm ashamed of myself for
doing exactly what I'm upset
over. I know I've personally
been quick to writeoffthose who
haven't taken advantage ofthe
opportunities they have in front
ofthem as "losers" or burdens
on the community and sadly our
institutions are only training our
eyes to spot these people faster.
Like Samuel L. said they might
not have an education but they
aren't dirt either.
I've personally sat in preelection meetings for student
government where administrators proclaim all candidates as
"the best ofthe best." Which, in
one way, makes perfect sense,
having the desire to lead is admirable, but in another way
you've already placed these
students you want to lead on a
pedestal over their classmates,
therein lies the problem.
Dr. King was a college educated man who always communication on the level of the
people he served. You've never

heard about him being too good
to sit and talk with anyone just
because they didn't have the
same opportunities as him because at the end ofthe day they
were in it together.
In college, we devour the
knowledge of our people, our
plight and we want to change
the world. But, while marching in the streets is all well and
good, does it even register as
more than a 90-second package
on the nightly news in our increasingly apathetic society?
Racism is everywhere but
how many of us have lived it?
I've always been amazed by
how politically aware but socially aloof many ofour students
are. It's easy to spit back what
you've heard on TV (blame that
on being taught the tests not the
knowledge our entire lives).
A lot ofthem can't even comprehend the type of systematic
oppression that some ofthe students that they mockingly call
"Bamas," have grown up with.
They've only heard stories
and read books about the things
that go on at Jena High Schools
all over the South. Places where
there is no intermingling between races, where kids in high
schools Klan affiliations are
well known but they, along with
most of us, haven't the slightest
idea.

We can sit and become enraged at how these people in the
"New South" don't rise up and
change things. Go on endlessly
about upward mobility but when
they've be born into this life, it's
the only way they know how to
live. We, as miniature success
stories, may not under stand the
nuances of why things are the
way they are.

The big thing our generation
of instant gratification doesn't
realize is that change is a gradual
process. Struggles are slow and
sometimes change isn't always
the best thing. Change isn't always good, people! It's up to us
to decide what is morally right,
socially right, financially right,
constitutionally right... you get
what I'm saying.
Putting the dream into perspective today, our generation
has accepted the work of those
who came before and we've
made great strides as a community but we are barely scratching the surface of what could
be done for civil rights in the
global community.
The dream circa 2008 is a political tool. It's a moment to reflect, a point ofpride but merely
a road map to racial equality.
I like to think of the progress of Dr. King's dream like
the progress on a old computer;
the hourglass is spinning, it's
loading, it's constantly working
towards opening that program.
Let's just hope we don't freeze
up.
We are unsure of our next
step, lost in the desert of social
change and looking for leaders
but sadly, those leaders may
never come. We've been corrupted. Either by our institution
or by the arrogance that goes
along with our degrees, to the
point where when the next voice
speaks, we might be too high up
to hear it.
As I climb down from my
high horse, I realize the dream
is still that, a dream but at least
it's not a nightmare.
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Aggie men roll on roadtrip
By MALCOLM EUSTACHE

THE A&T REGISTER

After losing five straight
games, the Aggies ofA&T
have hit their stride at the right
time winning three oftheir last
four games. On Saturday, the
men left the comfort ofhome
and hit the road to face Maryland Eastern-Shore (UMES).
Behind the continued sharpshooting of leading scorer
Steven Rush and a double-double from seniorforward Jason
Wills, the blue and gold surged
to a 12-point 61 to 49 victory.
On Monday night, the Aggies
picked up one oftheir biggest

wins ofthe season on the road
against the three-time defending MEAC regular season
champion Delaware State
Hornets 63 to 61. Ed Jones
dropped a season high 24
points and grabbed 6 boards.
"We're coming along, we've
just got to keep getting better,"
said Head Coach Jerry Eaves.
"I think toward the end ofthe
year ourconfidence as a team
will comeback and we will
start to flourish
The Aggies, who are currently
fifth in the conference, are
regaining there shooting touch
as well. Despite 20 points
from Rush, the team shot just

A&T 63, DEL STATE 61
Delaware State

28

35

63

North Carolina A&T

25

36

61

38.3 percent from the floor
against the Hawks ofUMES.
This poor shooting streak has
plagued the A&T all season
long.

Against Delaware State, the
men shot over 50 percent for
the first time in six games. The
men lead the MEAC in field
goal percentage at 44.7 and
points per game with a 70.9
average in spite.
"Thank God Austin and

Steven's shots are starting to
come back," said Coach Eaves
"I think that is the first piece
because we've been missing
that for a long time. As Steve
and Austin start to hit shots, it
will take pressure offplayers
like Ed Jones, Nick Wilson,
Trahern Chaplin, and Jason
Wills."
That was apparent as Jones,
the junior forward out of
Butler Community College
in Virginia, shot 10 out of 12
from the floor.

The Aggies have been aided by
fast starts in games, especially
versus UMES whereRush
nailed 5 3-pointers on his way

AGGIE
RUNDOWN

to 18 first-halfpoints
Freshman sensation Thomas
Coleman grabbed a total of
11 rebounds during the twogame road swing while Wills
grabbed 10 against the Hawks
on his way to 13 over the
swing. With over half ofthe
season behind them, and just
thirteen games remaining on
the schedule before the tournament, the aggies are 3-2 in the
conference and 8-9 overall.
On Saturday, the Aggies will
renew arivalry as they face
the Winston-Salem State Rams
for the first time in nine years.
Game time is at 4 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM
North Carolina A&T

MEAC

OVR

Hampton
Morgan State
Delaware State
Coppin State
South Carolina State

Howard
Florida A&M
MD Eastern-Shore
Bethune Cookman
Norfolk State
UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Winston-Salem State
Corbett Sports Center

2 p.m.

Monday
vs. South Carolina State
Corbett Sports Center

6 p.m.

Knoblauch subpoenaed by house
committee
By Howard fendrich

Republican Tom Davis said in

AP SPORTS WRITER

statement.

_

WASHINGTON (AP) FourtimeAll-Star Chuck Knoblauch
was subpoenaed Tuesday by
a congressional committee investigating steroids in baseball
after he failed to respond to an
invitation to give a deposition.
Knoblauch, whoplayed for the
Yankees, Twins and Royals,
was asked to appear Thursday,
the first offive depositions or
transcribed interviews scheduled by the House Oversight

and GovernmentReform
Committee prior to its Feb. 13

hearing

Roger Clemens was asked
to speak to committee staff

Saturday, followed by Yankees
pitcher Andy Pettitte on Jan.
30. Brian McNamee, a former
personal trainer for Clemens
and Pettitte, is due in Jan. 31,
with former New York Mets
clubhouse employee Kirk Radomski asked to appear Feb. 1
They all had until close of
business Tuesday to respond to
their invitations; Knoblauch's
deadline was last Friday.
"The committee has taken this
step because Mr. Knoblauch
failed to respond to the invitation to participate voluntarily
in a deposition or transcribed
interview and theFeb. 13
hearing," committee chairman
Henry Waxman and ranking

Streak continues
for Lady Aggies

As ofTuesday, the House pane By DANIEL HENDERSON
had at least made contact, if no THE A&T REGISTER
actually scheduled interviews,
with all four other witnesses or
After a home defeat over
their representatives, a senior
Middle Eastern Athletic Concommittee staffer told The Asference regular season chamsociated Press.
pions, Coppin State, the A&T
"We've been talking. They're
Lady Aggies carried their
not issuing any subpoenas for
momentum on a two-gameBrian," said Richard Emery,
road swing with victories
one ofMcNamee's attorneys.
over University ofMaryland
It was not clear whether KnobEastern Shore and Delaware
lauch hadretained a lawyer to
State Saturday and Monday
represent him.
respectively.
"I haven't talked to Chuck in a
The Lady Aggies, who
number of years," his last listei were predicted to finish third
agent with the players' associain the pre-season polls, have
tion, Randy Hendricks, wrote
now successfullyknocked
in an e-mail to The Associated
offboth champions of 2007,
Press. Hendricks represents
defending tournament chamClemens and Pettitte.
pion Delaware State 64-57
McNamee also told Mitchell
in Dover on Monday night,
that he acquired HGH from
and defending regular seaRadomski for Knoblauch in
son champion, Coppin State
2001 and injectedKnoblauch
61-50, the previous Monday.
with HGH. Knoblauch also wa TheLady Aggies remain at the
among nine players accused
head ofthe conference, tied
of doping in a federal agent's
withHampton State Univeraffidavit citing former major
sity at 11-5 (5-0).
league pitcher Jason Grimsley.
Head Coach Patricia CageKnoblauch was an infielder
Bibbs expressed her feelings
who wonthe AL Rookie ofthe about the 2007 National TourYear award with the Minnesota
nament game, Delaware vs.
Twins in 1991 and played in
Vanderbilt, whereDelaware
State fell short ofVanderbilt
the majors until 2002
62-47. "This was a NCAA
tournament team, a veteran
team with a veteran coach,"
said coach Page-Bibbs.
A&T received a warm welcome dismantle in the first half
from the field by the hornets,
who shot 59 percent compared
to the lady aggies 38 on 10-26
1

Gibson Chiropractic
Accident & Injury
Center
Close to campus!
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994, Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical

Engineering

Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner

Same Day Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available

No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
Attorney Liens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
classes, after classes

336-274-2520
Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries,
Headaches, Neck Pain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness, Tingling, Disc Injuries
Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain.
Call 336-274-2520 to schedule an appointment
today.

shooting.
This valiant offensive
effort by the hornets did not
prove enough to solidify victory when the blue and gold
preserved increasing their
defensive intensity forcing a
9-26 shooting performance by
Delaware State, complimenting their 52 percent field goal
percentage in the second half.
"We couldn't let them
continue to run their offense as
efficiently as they were without causing some disruption
for them," said Bibbs. "In the
last 10 minutes, we executed
our defense probably the best
we've executed it all season."

After obtaining a 55-53
lead with a little over four
minutes ofregulation, the
Lady Aggies never trailed
throughout the remainder of
the game.
The team finished with
three double figure scorers,
Brittanie Taylor-James and Jaleesa Sams who both contributed 10, and Lamona Smalley
who continueds to highlight
her career recording her fifth
double-double game with 21
points and 11rebounds.
Smalley achieved her first
consecutive performances in
point to rebound double digit
games after implementing 15
buckets and 14 boards against
UMES Saturday.
"She has great hands," said
Bibbs about Smalley.
"That's not something she
is taught. She justwakes up in

the morning with those great
hands. I thought she made
some great catches around
the basket tonight to finish on
layups and I can't say enough
about herrebounding. It
wasn't that we were running
plays for her, but if she is wide
open, my players know to get
her the ball."
Saturday's game for the
Lady Aggies exhibited hustle
for 40 minutes as UMES
fought A&T throughregulation in a loosing effort 72-59
"UMES wasn't going to
quit," Bibbs stated Saturday.
"They fought hard and played
extremely well. What we
wanted to do was make sure
we kept them offthe boards
late because they're great
rebounding team as well."
A&T ouMrebounded UMES
46-37, but lost the turnover
battle 22-19 despite gaining
the victory on the road.
JuniorAmber Bland led all
scorers with 24, while Brittanie Taylor-James added 10
offthe bench.
"Amber can do anything on
the floor she wants. It's just a
matter of when she wants to
do it," said Bibbs.
"We know she is a good
jump shooter, but we need her
to go to the basket more. She
did that late and got us some
high-percentage shots."
The Lady Aggies will host
a non-conference match-up
against the Winston-Salem
State Rams Saturday at 2 pm

Giants, Patriots head
to Glendale Arizona
By

DENNIS WASZAK JR.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

The New England Patriots'
path to perfection has one last
hurdle: a New York team of
road warriors hoping for a Giant upset.
"We'll try to elevate our
game for one last performance," said Tom Brady, the
Patriots' dimple-chinned, record-setting quarterback with
the model girlfriend.
Brady and thePatriots(18-0)
will try to match the 1972 Miami Dolphins as the only teams
to complete an undefeated season when they face Eli Manning and the Giants on Feb. 3
in the Super Bowl at Glendale,
Ariz.
"I think you enter the season and you're hoping to put
together a bunch of great wins
and you realize there's challenges every step of the way,"
Brady said after beating San
Diego 21-12 in the AFC championship game Sunday. "To not
have a letdown like mostteams
have — we had a few letdowns
or times where we didn't play
our best, but we overcame
them."

Standing inthePatriots' way
are the Giants (13-6) and Manning — Peyton's little brother,
whose moxie and leadership
abilities no longer can be questioned.

"We haven't been given a
shot, but we're here," Manning
said of his Giants, who have
won 10 straight on the road
— including a 23-20 overtime
win at Green Bay in the NFC
title game. "I think we're deserving ofit."
Las Vegas oddsmakers
might think differently. They
installed New England as a
13'/2-point favorite in the big
game, in which New York will
get another shot at destroying
thePatriots' path to perfection.
New England won 38-35
in its final game ofthe regular
season,rallying froma 12-point
second-half deficit against the
Giants. The teams also played
in the preseason finale, when
New England won — with
Brady sitting that one out.
Brady and the Patriots are
playing in the Super Bowl for
the fourth time in seven years.
A win in this one would rank
the Patriots as perhaps the
greatest champion inNFL history — Spygate a long-forgotten speedbump.
In that scandal, the Patriots
were fined $250,000 and coach
Bill Belichick $500,000 for violating league rules by training
a sideline camera on New York
Jets coaches in their seasonopening win. New England
was stripped of its first-round
draft pick next season, but the
team stood by its coach.
And the Patriots never wa-

vered

"I think there's special guys
on this team that have stepped
up all year when they needed
to," Brady said.
Maybe none more than New
England's record-breaking —
and heartbreaking — quarterback.
Brady started this special
season by becoming a father
for the first time as his ex-girlfriend, actress Bridget Moynahan, gave birth to their son.
Brady's now dating former
Victoria's Secret model Gisele
Bundchen, making them gossip fodder around the world.
When the football-hurling
heartthrob got back to business, he became a cover story
for other reasons.
Brady threw an NFL-record
50 touchdown passes in the
regular season, with 23 ofthose
to Randy Moss, who topped
Jerry Rice's record. Brady was
also the league's Most Valuable Player in helping New
England score an NFL-record
589 points.
"They played greatall year,"
Belichick said. "I'm very lucky
to coach this team."
The Patriots are on the
verge ofmaking NFL history
"I'm glad it's warm weather,"
Brady said, flashing that familiar smile. "Weather won't be a
factor. It should be exciting."

.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM

MEAC

OVR

Hampton
Morgan State
Norfolk State
Delaware State
North Carolina A&T
South Carolina State
Bethune-Cookman

Howard
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State
UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday
vs. Winston-Salem State
Corbett Sports Center

4 p.m.

Monday
vs. South Carolina State
Corbett Sports Center

8 p.m.
ASSOCIATED PRESS TOP 25

Memphis
Kansas
Tennessee
Duke
North Carolina
6. Washington State
7. Indiana
8. UCLA
9. Georgetown
10. Michigan State
11. Wisconsin
12. Texas
13. Pittsburgh
14. Vanderbilt
15. Butler
16. Dayton
17. Mississippi
18. Villanova
19. Texas A&M
20. Marquette
21. Stanford
22. Drake
23. Xavier
24. Arizona State
25. Baylor

L
2.
3.
4.
5.

AROUND
SPORTS
Brady Photo
Hours after being photographed with a walking
boot on his foot, other pictures showed the Patriots
quarterback wearing black
shoes and no boot.

Lebron's Yankee Shoe
Lebron James has a new
Yankees inspired sneaker
that pays homage to one of
his favorite teams.

MLB Kicks Off in Japan
The Boston Red Sox open
the 2008 season with a
two-game series March
25-26 at Tokyo Dome.

Williams stumbles at
Aussie Open Quarterfinal
Serena Williams stumbled
one round short ofrematching Maria Sharapova in the
Australian Open semifinal
after Jelena Jankovic ousted her 6-4,6-3.
Penguins-Crosby
The Pittsburgh Penguins
dealt with the this so many
times in the Mario Lemieux
era losing the NHL's marquee player to an injury.
Now they must get by
possibly for as long as two
months without star Sidney Crosby.

-

-

-

PricwFemouseQopers

c.tv/

Newbies now playing on www.pwc.tv/ch1

*connectedthinking

© 2008 PricewaterhouseCoopersLLP. All rights reserved. "PricewaterhouseCoopers"refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a Delawarelimited liability partnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopersglobal network or other
member firms of the network, each of whichis a separate and independent legalentity, 'connectedthinkingis a trademark of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (US). We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal OpportunityEmployer.
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SCUFFED. Welcome to Kooley High
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts
and entertainment.

PHOTO BY (LEROY MIKELL) • (A&T REGISTER)

BY SHANICE JARMON
A&T REGISTER

Last column, I introduced you all to a word
that is used amongst common sneaker collectors which is "sneaker freak". The definition
of a sneaker freak is one who will do anything
and everything just to have his feet glorified, for
a complete stranger to say, "those are hot". He/
she is an artist in their on mind, a connoisseur of
fine things such as limited addition, autographed
signed Jordan's.
I got a chance to sit down and actually converse with one ofthese ofthe sneaker freak cult,
Alan Dumett. This junior, South Plainfield, New
Jersey native fit my definition perfectly. From the
outside he looked like a regular college student
living from pay check to paycheck, but I quickly
discovered that wasn't the case. No, that wasn't
the case at all. He had much bigger troubles inside; I realized this upon walking into Alan's
room. It was like walking into a shrine of lovely
orange boxes with the check on the side. These
marvelous things spewed up his closet and over
flowed onto his room walls. I knew I was the doctor and he had just been diagnosed with "sneakerfreakism". I didn't think he was aware of it at
first, so the first step to realizing, is admitting.
"Here in Greensboro I have about 65 [sneakers]
and back home I have about 10 or 11, so all together i say about 80," said Dumett. So now that
he has come to terms with something that most
sneaker freaks don't know, which is how many
shoes they have it was time to move on with the
prognosis. But before I could continue, I was
thinking about 80 shoes, I mean I'm a girl, I know
standards say that I'm supposed to have a lot of
shoes, but a guy having so many made me pose
the question, "a pair of sneakers or a girlfriend?"
"Girlfriend, so I won't get in trouble. I mean
sneakers are just a hobby," Dumett said.
Girls, I know what your thinking, a guy that
takes good care ofhis shoes isjust like what mom
told us, he can definitely treat a girlright. I could
only imagine what couldruin a perfect night with
him and a girl and he gave me the most common
scuffed story of them all: "I had on some brand
new all white dunks and I wasn't expecting on
going to the club and by the time I left..."Yea,
you draw your own conclusion to that.
This do-his-own thing, sneaker freak knows
exactly what he wants-- a girlfriend that appreciates his sneaker obsession, a fresh pair of all
whites that are "club-proof," every pair of sneakers known to mankind, and to feel that first high
he felt in middle school when he infected his self
with sneaker-itis. It was apparent to me that this
sneaker freak was too deep into his obsession
show any signs ofrecovering but I still wanted to
know when he thought this would be
he
answered, "Never!"

over...

PHOTO BY (DAVID MITCHESON)
(KOOtEY HIGH) To theleft Charlie Smarts, Rapsody CenterFoolery, Sinopsis Right Tab-One
Photoshootfor there upcoming albumSummerSessions EP

BY AASIYATOWNSELL
A&T REGISTER

course meal," said Charlie Smarts
ofKooley High.
The album was mainly produced by group members Sinopsis
and Foolery. 9th Wonder, a professor at NCCU, helped produced the
track "Water" on the album. The
anticipated single for the album
release is the track "There You
Go," a song for the lovers.
For those who are familiarwith
Raleigh's hip-hop group Inflowential (similar to the Roots crew),
Kooley High is justanother branch
ofthe NC hip hop family.
Charlie Smarts, being members
ofboth rap groups, is said to be the
pole in the middle ofthe tepee that
holds it strong. Smarts skill for
networking and love for hip hop
helped create the family affair in
which both groups plan on having their own online record label

With all of the negative press
pointing at hip-hop, a fresh new
group called Kooley High brings
it back with its soulful sounds,
enlightened lyrics, and positive
energy with their new upcoming
album, Summer Sessions EP.
Named after the Chicago film
Cooley High, this group was
formed in 2005 by a group of students from North Carolina State
University who created a hip hop
organization on campus called
H20. The organization put on
hip hop events for the students on
campus and through their love of
the music, gave birth to their own
hip hop creation
This eclectic group is made up
of six guys and one girl both black
and white, it's not just another together.
The only differencebetween the
Myspace music group, they are
showing the world that hip hop has two rap groups is the sound. Inflowential involves a beat boxer, bass
a universal sound.
player,
saxophonist, keyboard etc.,
"It's a bonus that we are so diverse and thus can relate to many while Kooley High involves beats
that are more studio-based.
different groups ofpeople, hope"Kooley High is lyrics, beats
fully they'll receive it like a pack
of skittles or any assorted flavor of and the DJ, and we also put on a
candy, eat up!" said Rapsody from crazy live show. We are similar to
Inflowential in that we both make
Kooley High.
The NorthCarolinian members, dope hip hop," said Rapsody from
Tab-One, Charlie Smarts (who are Kooley High.
Kooley High is all about bringalso apart of a rap group called
Inflowential) Rapsody, Foolery, ing the soul back into hip hop muSinopsis, J Sol and DJ 111 Digitz sic. The underground rap group
had previously produced mixtapes receives inspiration by many hip
such as "Raleigh's Finest," but hop artists such as A Tribe Called
the demand for an original project Quest, Mos Def and Talib Kweli.
Just like those artists, Kooley
grew. Summer Sessions EP bea message for all its
came that fulfillment which drops High conveys
One ofthe messages that
listeners.
in March.
"The Summer Sessions EP they convey is to focus on being
of your looks,
gives the world a taste of what we yourself, regardless
or gender. Another
car,
money
are capable of doing. It's an appetizer, so get ready for the full message they express is that life

is too short, might as well make it
fun.
For those who enjoy bending
their necks to raw hip hop beats,
Kooley High is the sound for you.
However, with club bangers on
high demand, it makes it hard for
artists such as Kooley High to hit
mainstream.

The era of sweat box dances
and explicit lyrics are in effect and
the trend of wanting to become a
rapper only for money, cars, girls
and gold chains continues.
It would seem as if the music
business has tainted the image of
hip hop culture by only glorifying
the lifestyle of hip hop's luxuries.
Not to mention, the music behind
all the glitz and glam for some
such as Kooley High has claimed
to have nothing to show for it.
"The major labels made it more
of a business and look how bad
things are now," said DJ 111 Digitz.
"The people who love the art form
are thriving though. They're ignoring the middleman, selling music independently, rocking shows,
and gaining fans. It's back to the
grassroots and, the internet gives
plenty of fuel to the grassroots
movements," he said.
Like DJ 111 Digitz and the rest
ofhis fellow rap mates, the current
condition ofHip Hop drives Kooley High to continue doing music
for the people who are looking for
an outlet from radio hip hop that
lacks substance.
Kooley High is an underground
rap group who is crazy about hip
hop, stays true to themselves with
music that represents free expres-
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This movie opens up with a government official having found video
coverage from what was then present day "Central Park". The footage starts in chronological order of
a day in the life of two young New
York residents and ending in an
event that would impact the nation.
What's im portant about these two
residents is how their day goes from
being carefree and simple to rambunctious and fearful. You may ask
yourself why they are even video
taping in the first place?
You soon find out that a brother
and friend landed a vice president
position at a job in Japan and his
friends decide to throw him going

ing

They video tape the entire adventure and leave the undamaged camera under a bridge in Central Park.
You'll have to go and see the movie
to find out what took place on their
adventure and to see who survives

J

Kooley High's first show ofthe

year is scheduled for Friday, Feb.

15th at the Local 506 in Chapel
Hill.

Clover Field:
BY VICTORIA MCCLUNEY

SAW IV hit shelves on DVD
Tuesday and even in death
Jigsaw still manages to reak
havoc on the lives of those
who come in contact with him
The fourth installment in the
horror franchise will make
fans wince and cringe with
the unrated DVD. Available
for $16.99 on Amazon.com

sion

Movie Review

away party. Atthe party a person by
the name of"Hud" is given a camera
to go around and record everyone's
good byes and congratulations to
their friend as you would at a weddingreception. All the laughter, fun,
and life changing drama quickly get
interrupted by what seems to be an
earthquake.
The earthquake turns out to be a
large monster that has brought some
"spider- like" creatures to terrorize
Manhattan. While most are trying
to get away a character named Rob
and four friends set out to find his a
legit girlfriendwho is trapped under
some rubble in her apartment build-

RAMBO is Sly Stallone's
latest remake of a movie he's
done already (three times to
be exact). Sly returns as John
Rambo, a Vietnam vet with an
axe to grind with the Burmese
army after they capture the
human rights missionaires
he's guiding to Burma with
medical supplies. Expect
blood, guns, explosions and
general ass kicking. Rated R
for graphic bloody violence,
sexual assaults, grisly images
and language

and who doesn't

When you see this movie you'll
find yourself asking a series of
questions such as, what kind ofperson falls witness to a monster that
is so big and unstoppable that the
military can't even stop? Or what
makes five young people venture off
into ciaos instead offinding safety?
Along withthe curiosity to how one
female managed to wear high heels
the entire time and not sprain her
ankle?
Overall, if you like movies that
have just the right amount ofaction
to balance out drama and suspense
with problematic science fiction,
then "Clover field" is the move you

DANCING WITH THE
STARS - THE TOUR swings
through Greensboro Coliseum
on Saturday with a rotating
lineup of "stars" from the
hit shows' previous seasons
including Marie Osmond,
Wayne Newton and WHOA!
Joey Lawrence (You think
Blossom will be there too?)
Tickets start at $49.50. (Not
a misprint). Show starts at

7:30 p.m.

'

we "W

have to see.
Director: Matt Reeves, Run
Time: 1 hr, 24 min, Genre: Sci-Fi

Horror, Rating: PG-13

How come UNCG had salted sidewalks and A&T didn't? 2. How crucial did a fall have to look before it wasn't alright to laugh?
3. Did you do anything productive with your day off ? 4. Would M Ll< vote for Barrack or Hillary? 5. Does anyone remember when
the shuttle was actually convenient? 6. Is it not just a waste of gas? 7. Where is the ten minute rule written? 8. If your instructor
is absent three classes shouldn't you get an A? 9. Is anyone going to see Rambo on opening night? 10.Who else thought Rocky
had retired already? 11. How many of us have already spent their refund check? 12. Will you remember were the money went in a
couple weeks? 13. Are you aware that Joey Lawrence from full house is still getting money on tour? 14. Did you watch the democratic debate 15. John Edwards did alright on the low right? 16. How funny was it to see Mitt Romney in the hood? 17. Did they
give the characters in The Great Debators easy questions or what? 18. Could you argue your way into UNCG? 19. Are we viewed
as date worthy by outsiders? 20. Have you seen Bin Laden's son?

KARMALOOP.COM a website
that features all the latest
trends in streetwear is having their biggest sale of the
year up to 85%! They have a
large selection of brands from
independent designers you can
only find at boutiques in large
cities. Here you will find the
craziest sneakers and clever
tees, bottoms and tops. Come
step your game up with the
latest trends in urban fashion!

